Structure of gene mts1, transcribed in metastatic mouse tumor cells.
Different oncogenes are implicated in the genesis of tumors. However, little is known so far about the genes which are activated at the latest stages of tumor progression. While studying two genetically related mouse lines, highly metastatic CSML-100 and nearly nonmetastatic CSML-0, we have cloned the cDNA of the gene, mts1, which is specifically expressed in different metastatic cells. The gene contains an open reading frame of 101 amino acids and shows homology with a family of Ca2(+)-binding proteins. Here, we present data on the structure of a 17-kb genomic clone of mts1 with surrounding sequences. The gene contains two introns and three exons. The mts1 upstream region has been cloned in a plasmid containing the cat gene. The results of transient expression of the mts1-cat plasmid in NIH3T3 cells indicate the presence of a transcription regulator of mts1.